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Motivation

Environmental factors have gained a central role in financial markets: 

Common narrative: Green investing decreases green firms’ cost of capital, which can 

nudge “dirty” firms to adopt cleaner technologies (Heinkel, Kraus, and Zechner, 2001). 

But we still know relatively little about whether this mechanism is actually at work, and 

through which channels. 



Motivation

Two different drivers of demand for environmental responsibility in financial markets: 

1. Changes in environment-related firm fundamentals (cash flows and uncertainties). 

E.g., institutional investors anticipating a tightening in climate policy (Krüger, Sautner

and Stark, RFS 2020; Ramelli, Wagner, Zeckhauser, Ziegler, RCFS 2021). 

2. Intensification of investors’ non-fundamental green taste. E.g., warmer warm glow, 

speculative behavior.

How to disentangle the two drivers of green demand and study their effects on 

financial markets? 

o The two drivers associated with different predictions on expected future returns (e.g., Hong and 

Kacperczyk, 2009; Pastor et al., 2021).

o News-based climate indexes (e.g., Ardia et al., 2021; Pastor et al., 2021b) likely to reflect an 

undefined mix of 1 and 2. 



Research questions..
…and preview of results 
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How to measure shifts in investors’ non-fundamental green demand?

What is the impact of green sentiment on stock returns?

What is the impact of green sentiment on corporate behavior?  

 We propose a new method to estimate shocks in non-fundamental green demand based 

on abnormal inflows into green Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs). 

 Higher green sentiment is associated with an increase in stock returns for more 

environmentally responsible firms. 

 Higher green sentiment is associated with higher investments and cash holdings by 

environmentally responsible firms, but only by those more equity dependent.



Outline
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1. Identifying green sentiment from 

ETF arbitrage activity
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Exchange-traded funds (ETFs): listed investment vehicles tracking an index or a basket

of underlying securities. Rely on arbitrage mechanism to keep ETF price aligned with underlying NAV. 

1. Identifying green sentiment from ETF arbitrage activity

Empirical strategy

We use abnormal flows into green ETFs to capture market-wide shifts in non-fundamental 

demand for environmental responsibility, that is, green sentiment. 

A unique setting to study non-fundamental demand (see Ben-David et al., JF 2017; Brown et al., RoF

2021; Davies, JQFA 2020): 

• ETFs and their underlying assets have the same fundamental value. 

• ETFs are more prone to non-fundamental demand than individual securities, due to their different 

ownership structure more tilted towards retail and short-term investors. 

• Shocks in non-fundamental demand push ETF price away from NAV. 

• Mispricing between ETFs and NAV incentivizes arbitrageurs to create (or redeem ETF) shares, 

generating observable ETF flows. 
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Estimate abnormal monthly flows into green ETFs relative to conventional ETF: 

T cross-sectional regressions of monthly ETF flows on a “GreenETF” dummy and controls:

Flows_(𝑖,𝑡)  =  𝑐_𝑡 +  𝜸_𝒕∗GreenETF_(𝑖,𝑡)+   𝛿_𝑡∗controls_(𝑖,𝑡)  + 휀_(𝑖,𝑡)      ∀𝑡

ෝ𝜸_𝒕 Estimated green sentiment at time t

1. Identifying green sentiment from ETF arbitrage activity

Empirical strategy

Standardized time series of ෝ𝜸_𝒕 Green Sentiment Index 
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1. Identifying green sentiment from ETF arbitrage activity

Data and green ETFs

• US-listed equity ETFs 2010-2020. Bloomberg, Morningstar, and ETF Global  1,050 ETFs.

• Green ETFs: 22 US ETFs with explicit environment-friendly names. 

Median institutional ownership: 

• Individual stocks: > 70% 

• Conventional ETFs: ~42% 

• Green ETFs: ~24%

Robustness: 

o Monthly premium instead of inflows. 

o Drop 1/2/3 funds at a time. 

o Placebo: Random basket of 22 ETFs. 

o Asset-weighted regressions.
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• Negative correlation (-.28) with 

negative climate change news index 

proposed by Engle et al. (RFS, 

2020), likely to reflect fundamental 

news.

• Positively correlation (.29) with 

Google search value index in US for 

‘‘Climate change’’ (Choi et al, RFS, 

2020, Ilhan et al., RFS, 2021), likely 

to reflect public attention. 

1. Identifying green sentiment from ETF arbitrage activity

The Green Sentiment Index



2. Effects of green sentiment on stock 

returns
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2. Effects of green sentiment on stock returns
Variables and summary statistics

Dividend-adjusted returns (%) and firm characteristics from Compustat. 

Environmental score from Sustainalytics, standardized.

Sample period: January 2010 through June 2020.
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2. Effects of green sentiment on stock returns
Effect of environmental performance on realized returns

• Over the period 2010-2020, 

greener stocks outperformed 

otherwise similar, less green, 

stocks. 

• 1 SD higher Env score 

Around 7 basis points higher 

monthly returns (net of other 

firm characteristics). 

Can green sentiment explain 

part of this performance? 
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2. Effects of green sentiment on stock returns
Main results on stock returns
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2. Effects of green sentiment on stock returns
Main results on stock returns

• ↑ 1-SD Green sentiment in t  27 

bp higher return in t+1, and 52 bp in 

t+6 for ↑ 1-SD higher Env score.

o Robust to different specifications.

o Robust to alternative versions of 

Green sentiment index. 
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2. Effects of green sentiment on stock returns
Main results on stock returns

Even through t+12, only partial reversal of the effect:
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2. Effects of green sentiment on stock returns
Green sentiment vs climate-related fundamental news

 Even when accounting for negative climate news, green sentiment predicts green returns…

 …, but climate-related fundamental news predicts green returns too (Engle et al., 2020). 

Two different drivers of green stock-price performance: Green sentiment and climate-

related fundamental news. Both have a similar effect in the short term.  
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2. Effects of green sentiment on stock returns
Effect on cash-flows expectations

Results consistent with our two-channel interpretation:
 Green sentiment does not explain earnings forecasts revisions (despite stock-price effect!). 

 Negative climate news is associated with upgrade of forecasts at the 2- and 3-year horizons. 

Δ EPS forecast: 

monthly change in 

average analysts’ 

earnings forecasts 

(IBES). 

Analysts’ earnings forecast revisions as proxy for changes in cash-flows expectations (e.g., Brown and 

Rozeff, 1978; Landier and Thesmar, 2020).
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2. Effects of green sentiment on stock returns
Controlling for direct ETF price pressure

Do the results reflect a “mechanical” propagation of non-fundamental shocks from ETFs to the 

underlying securities, à la Franzoni et al. (2017)? 

Green-ETF ownership:

% of market cap own by 

Green ETFs, based on 

CRSP mutual funds 

holdings data.  



3. Effects of green sentiment on 

corporate behavior
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3. Effects of green sentiment on corporate behavior
Main results
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3. Effects of green sentiment on corporate behavior
Main results

↑ 1-SD average Green Sentiment in quarter q, 

associated with:

 ↑ 0.25% capex (6% of median)

 ↑ 0.31% cash holdings (5% of median)

for 1-SD greener firms. 

Interpretation à la Dessaint et al. (RFS, 2019). 

Currently looking at actual share issuances.  

 No apparent effects on R&D activities. 
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3. Effects of green sentiment on corporate behavior
Heterogeneity across credit ratings

Heterogenous effect based on firms’ access to capital and equity dependence (in line with 

Baker et al., QJE 2003).

Heterogeneity across S&P 

credit ratings:  

• Impact on capex driven by firms 

with low (< BBB-) and medium 

(BBB) credit ratings.

• Effect on cash holdings driven 

by firms with low (< BBB-) 

credit ratings.

• No effects on high-rated (AA+, 

AAA, etc.) companies. 



Concluding remarks

• We propose a method to capture “green sentiment” -- a new type of investor sentiment 

-- based on the estimation of non-fundamental demand shocks on green ETFs. 

• Changes in green sentiment predict a stock price outperformance of more 

environmentally responsible firms, net of the effect of environmental-related 

fundamental news.

• As theory predicts, higher green sentiment allows green firms to increase capital 

investments and cash holdings. But the real impact of green sentiment is significantly 

influenced by a firm’s equity dependence. 

Many thanks for your attention!
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Spike in Green Sentiment in 

Oct2020-Jan2021

1. Identifying green sentiment from ETF arbitrage activity

The Green Sentiment Index


